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Abstract
JPEG has been a widely used lossy image compression codec for nearly three decades. The JPEG
standard allows customized quantization table to be used; however, it’s still a challenging problem to find
an optimal quantization table with acceptable computational cost. This work tries to solve the dilemma
of balancing between computational cost and image specific optimality by introducing a new concept of
texture mosaic images. Instead of optimizing a single image or a set of representative images, the simulated
annealing technique is applied to texture mosaic images to search for an optimal quantization table for
each texture category. A deep CNN model is used to learn those texture features and predict the new
image’s texture distribution, then aggregate texture optimal tables to come out an image specific optimal
quantization table. On the LIVE database, our experiments show a size reduction of 22.46% compared to the
JPEG standard table with a slightly 0.3% decrease in the FSIM score. Our method also achieves a further
6.16% JPEG size-reduction against prior work while enhancing the average SSIM and FSIM by 0.24% and
0.07%, respectively.
1 Introduction
JPEG is a commonly used lossy compression standard for digital images, developed by the Joint Photographic
Experts Group [15] in 1992. Although the JPEG Still Picture Compression Standard has been introduced for
nearly three decades, JPEG remains the most dominant image format being used, whether in the Internet
content sharing [6] or produced by various digital image capture devices. The success JPEG comes from its
coding effectiveness, typically achieves 10:1 compression gain without human noticeable perceptual quality loss.
JPEG divides the image into 8x8 blocks, using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) to shift the pixels from
spatial domain to frequency domain for better coding efficiency. Because the human visual system (HVS) is
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more sensitive to low-frequency components and less perceivable on high-frequency components, the transformed
DCT coefficients are rearranged in zigzag order to reflect the spectral importance. Then a quantization table
with values in different magnitude is used to quantize DCT coefficients in corresponding spectrum position,
resulting in reduced coefficient values and sparse DCT block, which is more beneficial to variable length coding
and run-length encoding (RLE). Figure 1 shows the default luminance quantization table provided in the JPEG
standard. It is easy to observe that quantization values are generally increasingly arranged in the zigzag scanning
order, i.e., most substantial amounts in high-frequency spectrum to eliminate more coefficient magnitude.
16 11 10 16 24 40 51 61
12 12 14 19 26 58 60 55
14 13 16 24 40 57 69 56
14 17 22 29 51 87 80 62
18 22 37 56 68 109 103 77
24 35 55 64 81 104 113 92
49 64 78 87 103 121 120 101
72 92 95 98 112 100 103 99

Figure 1: Default luminance quantization table in JPEG Standard
Since JPEG is lossy, the compression rate can be adjusted, allowing a selectable trade off between storage
size and image quality. The JPEG standard library [4] includes a quality metric Q, ranging from 1 to 100,
to scale values in the quantization table to control the reduction of DCT coefficients. The libjpeg reference
implementation demonstrates how to calculate quality scaling factor Sf and scale original quantization values
Original Quant(i) to obtain Scaled Quant(i):
Sf =

5000 Q ≤ 0
5000/Q 1 ≤ Q < 50
200− 2Q 50 ≤ Q ≤ 100
0 100 < Q
Scaled Quant(i) = max(bOriginal Quant(i)× Sf + 50
100
c, 1) (1)
The widely adopted reference implementation implies a quantization table with all 1s when quality metric
Q = 100, while setting Q = 1 will multiply original table entries by 50. If we set the quality metric as 50,
the initial quantization table remains untouched. Although a smaller quality metric achieves better image size
reduction, it may introduce visual artifacts such as blocking effect and ringing effect if we carefully observe
image pixels under a magnifier. Therefore, the default JPEG quality metric in various applications is usually
set to higher values at least 75 or above. Except for the standard table, the JPEG standard also allows users to
use customized quantization tables, given that there is no one perfect solution fits all. However, the selection
of the JPEG quantization table remains a challenging and un-optimized problem due to the numerous solution
space of the quantization table and lack of useful quality metric that accurately models the HVS.
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The simulated annealing techniques have been adopted to search optimal JPEG quantization tables [11]
[13] with RMSE as an error metric. Up until early 2000s, the promising image quality metric SSIM [16] and
FSIM [17] were proposed and shown to be an objective metric statistically close to HVS. Since that, Jiang
[7] and Hopkins [5] proposed their annealing methodologies utilizing HVS relevant quality metric to search
per image optimal quantization table and obtain global optimized tables from a set of raw images. Hopkins
proposed four optimized quantization tables at different quality levels, which reduces FSIM error by 10% and
cuts the size of JPEG around 20%. Another work from Google’s JPEG encoder ”Guetzli” [2] aims to produce
visually indistinguishable images at a lower bit-rate with Butteraugli [1], Google’s perceptual distance metric.
By using a close-loop optimizer, Guetzli optimizes global quantization tables and selectively zero out specific
DCT coefficients in each block to maximize the coding efficiency of run-length encoding (RLE). Comparing to
Hopkins’ global optimized quantization table, Guetzli’s per image optimization strategy achieves 29-45% data
size reduction, at the cost of computational complexity and memory consumption. With Hopkins’ improved
quantization table, the JPEG encoding complexity is unchanged, but a set of global optimized tables from a
particular collection of training images may not universally applicable to other sets of images.
In this paper, we try to solve the dilemma of balancing between computational cost and image specific
optimality by introducing a new concept of texture mosaic images. We use the LIVE database [12] and the
RAISE database [3] as our training dataset. We crop each image into 64 × 64 non-overlapping patches and
further apply unsupervised clustering methods to categorize different texture types, then stitch those texture
patches to form the texture mosaic images. The simulated annealing technique is used on those texture mosaic
images to search an optimal quantization table for each different texture category. The deep convolutional
neural network (CNN) model is applied to the texture clustering result to learn the generic representation of
texture features, and used to predict a testing image’s texture distribution. Finally, based on each image’s
texture characteristics, the texture relevant optimal quantization tables are aggregated to come out with an
image specific optimal quantization table. Our experimental result on the LIVE database shows a size reduction
of 22.46% with quality Q = 95 compared to the JPEG standard table, while the FSIM score slightly decrease
by 0.3%. The proposed per image texture optimized quantization table can achieve a further 6.16% JPEG size-
reduction against Hopkins’ work while enhancing the average SSIM and FSIM by 0.24% and 0.07%, respectively.
This paper is organized as follows. We first introduce some important full-reference image quality assessment
(FR-IQA) methods and review simulated annealing prior works on optimizing JPEG quantization table in
section 2. Then our proposed JQTS framework is detailed discussed as two separated flows: the training flow
and prediction flow in section 3. We present our experimental results in terms of compressed size and quality
metrics PSNR, SSIM, and FSIM, compared with results from JPEG standard quantization table and Hopkins’
work in section 4. Both in-database and cross-database evaluation are conducted in our experiments and we
discuss the strength and the observed weakness of our proposed method in the experimental results. At last,
we point out the disadvantage of default libjpeg quantization table scaling method per quality metric Q, and
conclude our work with potential follow-up work.
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2 Related Works
2.1 Image Quality Metrics
Image quality assessment (IQA) methods are developed to automatically to predict image quality without
human subjective judgement, which is known to be costly and time-consuming. IQA methods can be categorized
into three types based on whether the original reference image is used, which are full-reference IQA (FR-IQA),
reduced-reference IQA (RR-IQA), and no-reference IQA (NR-IQA). In image/video compression scenario where
the reference image is available, FR-IQA methods are used as the error metric to evaluate visual degradation
after compression. In our work, we use three of the commonly used FR-IQA metrics, PSNR, SSIM, and FSIM
as the distortion measurement during the annealing process. The three quality metrics are briefly introduced
as follows.
2.1.1 PSNR, Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
For many years, Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) are commonly used
as FR-IQA methods, probably due to their simplicity and easy to calculate. Below straightforward equations
are used to measure the distance between the reference and distorted image:
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(pi − pˆi)2
PSNR = 20 log10(
MAXI
RMSE
)
Here pi and pˆi are the pixel values of the reference and distorted image at position i, and MAXI is the
maximum value of the signal. PSNR is widely used in the signal processing domain as it clearly measures the
distance between two signals, but only reflects the signal fidelity, which is not very well matched to perceived
visual quality [16].
2.1.2 SSIM, Structural Similarity Index
Under the assumption that human visual perceptual is highly adapted for extracting structural information
from a scene, Wang et al. [16] proposed the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) based on the degradation of
structural information, taking account of luminance, contrast, and structure similarity as an important local
patterns. The three components are combined to yield an overall similarity measure as:
S(x, y) = f(l(x, y), c(x, y), s(x, y))
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Here x, y are two non-negative image signals, which have been aligned with each other. First, l(x, y) is the
luminance comparison function of µx and µy, estimated by mean intensity µx =
1
N
∑N
i=1 xi. Second, the contrast
comparison function c(x, y) is defined by standard deviation σx and σy of signal intensity as an estimation of
contrast, calculated by σx =
√
1
N
∑N
i=1(xi − µx)2. Third, the structure comparison s(x, y) is conducted on the
normalized signals (xi − µx)/σx and (yi − µy)/σy, where the two signals are divided by their own standard
deviations and being compared as unit standard deviation. To combine the above three comparisons, Wang
named the resulting similarity index as SSIM(x, y) = [l(x, y)]α · [c(x, y)]β · [s(x, y)]γ . By setting proper constants
in the similarity index, the specific form of SSIM index is obtained as below, where C1, C2 are two constants
to stabilize the division with weak denominator.
SSIM(x, y) =
(2µxµy + C1)(2σxy + C2)
(µ2x + µ
2
y + C1)(σ
2
x + σ
2
y + C2)
The SSIM is statistically better than PSNR in human perceptual modeling, given it considers the structural
information and human visual system is highly influenced by the pixels structure of a scene. For example, if we
subtract each pixel of a reference image by one to create a distorted image, it’s almost indistinguishable from
human’s perception but the PSNR metric will change a lot. In this case, SSIM is unchanged because the overall
pixel structure remains the same.
2.1.3 FSIM, Feature Similarity Index
As SSIM brings IQA from pixel-based to structure-based measurement, Zhang et al. proposed FSIM [17] based
on the fact that HVS understands an image mainly according to its low-level features. Thus, two new features
are used in FSIM: the image phase congruency (PC) and gradient magnitude (GM). The phase congruency (PC)
models human’s perception base on that we usually perceive features in locations where the Fourier components
are in phase. The gradient magnitude (GM) is added to measure contrast, since PC is contrast invariant but
contrast does affect HVS’ perception. After obtaining the local quality map, PC is used again as a weighting
function to derive a single quality score. The FSIM has shown to achieve much higher consistency with the
subjective evaluations performed on six benchmark IQA databases than other IQA metrics including SSIM.
There are more FR-IQA methods being developed since FSIM, some of them require more computational
time to calculate. In this work we use FSIM as the baseline to measure the distortion during the annealing
process, the other quality metrics could be adopted in proposed framework considering the balance between the
HVS consistency and computational cost.
2.2 Simulated Annealing
The stochastic optimization process known as simulated annealing has been applied to find parameters for
vector quantization. The works from Monro and Sherlock [11] [13] were the first attempts to use simulated
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annealing on determining quantization tables for DCT coding. To locate an optimized quantization table,
simulated annealing is applied on all 64 quantization values with the cost function composed of RMSE error
and a selected target compression ratio. Their optimization process searches optimal tables on selected images
with minimal RMSE error while keeps the compression ratio close to selected target. Around single digit
percentage of error improvement is reported comparing to standard JPEG table. Both of Monro and Sherlock’s
works indicated two things: 1) high frequency components are actually more important than the assumption
made in JPEG standard table; 2) RMSE can only be used as a power based measure for signal fidelity, but
shown to be a poor metric to approximate subjective image quality.
Until early 2000s, new objective FR-IQA methods like SSIM and FSIM were proposed and shown to be
statistically more close to HVS. Jiang et al. [7] utilize SSIM as the quality metric to evaluate distortion in
the compressed images during the simulated annealing process. In their work, a multi-objective optimization
equation is proposed to minimize bitrate while maximize SSIM. To solve the optimization equation, Pareto
optimal point is estimated to find an optimal quantization table such that no other feasible points can be found
to have both lower bitrate and higher SSIM index. Five annealing techniques are proposed to approximate the
Pareto optimal point and the best one achieves 11.68% size reduction over JPEG standard table while slightly
decrease SSIM index by 0.11%. However, since Pareto optimal point differs in every image, the multi-objective
optimization framework only proves effective on per-image basis, not on a set of evaluation images.
On top of Jiang’s work, Hopkins et al. [5] adopt FSIM as the quality metric and revise the annealing process
to focus on compression maximization with a temperature function that rewards lower error. Hopkins uses
standard JPEG table as initial table and randomly perturb 10 values of the quantization table at each step.
A set of 4,000 images was selected from RAISE [3] database as training set to run four groups of 400 separate
annealing process in parallel at quality metric 35, 50, 75, and 95. With the parallel 400 separate processes that
explore the huge solution space, four global optimized quantization tables at different quality levels could be
found. Although the best table at each quality level is optimized from a training set, Hopkins’ work further
reduces the compressed size by around 20% over JPEG standard table while improve FSIM error by 10% on
the evaluation set. The corpus of 4,000 training images looks like a pretty good proxy to the universal images,
but still not per-image custom tailored.
Another work from Google’s JPEG encoder ”Guetzli” [2] aims to produce visually indistinguishable images
at a lower bit-rate with Butteraugli [1], Google’s perceptual distance metric. However, the most size reduction
improvement of Guetzli comes from identifying DCT coefficients to zero out without greatly decrease Butteraugli
quality score, not from the optimizing the quantization table. Selectively zero out specific DCT coefficients in
each block could maximize the coding efficiency of run-length encoding (RLE) and is semantically equivalent to a
very large quantizer in quantization table. We hold the same argument as Hopkins that the zero-out-coefficients
strategy is orthogonal to any annealing technique on quantization table, and could be combined together, as long
as the perceptual quality is maintained. Comparing to Hopkins’ global optimized quantization table, Guetzli’s
per image optimization strategy achieves 29-45% data size reduction, at the cost of computational complexity
and memory consumption, which is a common disadvantage of per-image optmized approach.
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3 Proposed Framework
The proposed JPEG Quantization Table Selection (JQTS) framework contains two workflows to separately train
image texture patches and aggregate optimal quantization table by texture prediction. The training workflow
shown in Figure 2 served as a series of offline procedures to collect and cluster texture patches from the training
image dataset. Unsupervised K-means algorithm is executed on cropped image patches to cluster textures into
20 categories. All the texture patches in each texture category are stitched together to form a texture mosaic
image, as shown in Figure 4. Because we apply the simulated annealing process on limited texture mosaic
images (20 in the LIVE database case), the required computation time is constrained, and we can obtain an
optimal quantization table for each texture category. The K-means clustering result alone with texture patches
are fed into a Deep CNN model to learn representative features that could be used for texture prediction in the
future. The training workflow produces a Deep CNN model that is capable of predicting textures from input
images, and various optimal quantization tables for each texture categories, as shown in Figure 7. Since the
training flow is only conducted once on the selected set of training images, the required computational effort
from annealing is shifted from online to offline, which makes optimal JPEG encoding in realtime applications
possible.
Figure 2: The training flow of JQTS framework.
The prediction workflow of JQTS in Figure 3 is much straightforward, and the testing image is split into
patches of the same size as training (64×64), predicted by the Deep CNN model to obtain a texture distribution,
which structurally describes what kinds of texture categories compose the input image. With the optimized
quantization tables from the training flow, we can further aggregate those quantization values to form a custom-
tailored quantization table for that given testing image. The optimality of the final quantization tables comes
from those optimal quantization tables of each texture category, since the custom-tailored table is a linear
combination of those texture tables. With today’s CPU and GPU computing power, the extra computation time
for the online prediction workflow is acceptable. Thus, we can achieve a good balance between computational
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cost and image specific optimality.
The technical details of each module inside the training and prediction workflow is described in following
sections.
Figure 3: The prediction flow of JQTS framework.
3.1 Texture Patch Clustering
To analyze the texture structure of training images, first, we crop images into 64×64 patches in a non-overlapping
manner. Low-level features of the patches are extracted and used by the K-means algorithm to cluster those
texture patches into 20 categories. Because we know neither how many types of textures in our training set
nor how to label them correctly, it’s the best scenario for us to use unsupervised learning algorithm to help
us explore the data. A nature guess selects the magic number of 20 categories used in the LIVE dataset. We
argue that the number of categories to be clustered is not very important, whether it’s 24 or 36, as long as
it’s not unreasonably too small or too large. Since different texture type’s optimal tables will be aggregated in
the prediction flow, if our annealing process successes to search an optimal table for each texture. The linear
combination of optimal tables yields the final custom-tailored quantization table. The number of categories is
just a dimension of our table pools. Figure 4 shows two examples of textures from the LIVE database.
The low-level features we selected for K-means clustering are crucial, and initially, we looked at some image
descriptors of MPEG-7 standard [10] for clues. With some experiments, we found that a straightforward
approach, which primarily focuses on describing the image patch’s pixel luminance, variance, and edges in
sub-block level, accumulated as histogram gives us a pretty good result. Image patches are horizontally and
vertically divided by 8, forming 64 sub-blocks, then mean and standard derivation of each sub-block is calculated
and split into 16 bins histogram, accumulating through all sub-blocks. We use the same edge filters as [10] to
detect five kinds of edges in each sub-block, as shown in Figure 5, and do the accumulation in the same manner.
Therefore, each image patch will obtain a 37-dimension feature vector. This approach also gives us another
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(a) Category 4: monotonous texture
with smooth region
(b) Category 11: complex texture with
edges and high variance
Figure 4: Two example texture categories in LIVE database.
advantage, the rotate, scaling, and translation-invariant properties from histogram statistics.[
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Figure 5: Filters used to extract edge features from patches
As we see from Figure 4, visually similar texture patches are flocked together in one mosaic image. In the
scenarios, we did not intent to ideally cluster the smooth blue sky and the snow grounds into two groups. As
long as the texture complexity in one mosaic image looks similar, we need not to know whether it’s greensward
or intricate patterns from building. The unsupervised K-means algorithm works effectively and efficiently in
our scenario, especially when we need to cluster the RAISE database into 100 texture groups.
3.2 Annealing on Mosaic Images
The quantization table is a 8×8 matrix of usually 8-bit unsigned values. It’s unrealistic to enumerate the whole
space for an optimal solution, and the quality degradation caused by coefficient reduction in each frequency
spectrum remains unknown so that we do not have a practical approach like gradient descent methods to iterate
the sample space. Meanwhile, it’s likely to be trapped in local minimum during the optimization process. The
two reasons make the simulated annealing a good fit for this optimization scenario. In this paper, we anneal
the JPEG’s default luminance quantization table in Figure 1 of the texture mosaic images with quality metric
Q = 95 to validate our approach, assuming that luminance affects visual quality the most.
In the beginning, we start from the standard quantization table. In each step, we randomly perturb some
table values to obtain a neighbor solution with a similar approach as [5], then we do the scaling. Recall the
quality metric Q from section 1, we need to scale the neighbor solution according to equation (1) with Q to check
9
(a) T (i) v.s. probability (b) Size v.s. FSIM
Figure 6: The optimizing criterions during annealing process.
if it’s updated in scaled version, or we’ll randomly perturb values again. Once we have a candidate solution,
we’ll compress a new JPEG file with the current solution as a luminance table and standard chrominance table.
If the candidate solution has size reduction and the quality metric FSIM compared with standard table encoded
JPEG changed less than 1%, we accept the candidate solution and complete the current iteration. In order not
to be trapped in a local minimum, there’s a probability P (i) to accept a worse solution, affected by how many
iterations are run and the energy delta ∆E from a score of the current solution. One of the trending examples
of T (i) v.s. the probability is shown in Figure 6 (a). The temperature function used to affect the probability is
given by,
T (i) =
200
200 + i
In each step, the score Si of the current solution is calculated by Si = Ci × (1− Ei), where Ci denotes the
current compressed JPEG file size, and Ei is the FSIM value compared with standard table JPEG, usually in
the range from 0 to 1. The ∆E and probability P (i) to accept a solution is calculated by,
∆E =
Si
Si−1
P (i) = ∆E × T (i)
With the design of temperature function and probability P (i), we have a very high possibility of accepting a
worse solution at the annealing early stage, which prevents us from being trapped in a local minimum. And the
probability decreases gradually with the number of iterations we run; then the annealing becomes a hill-climbing
liked process to search for an optimal solution. The current iteration could be finished by accepting a worse
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solution, or we’ll do the perturbation again to get the next neighbor solution. From Figure 6 (b), we can see
that as we minimize the compressed size, the FSIM gradually do down but remain highly close to standard
encoded JPEG. In our work, each texture mosaic image is annealed for 2,000 iterations, which yields a pretty
good optimal quantization table from accepting 2,000 solutions either by better result or probability. To reach
the end, usually, it takes around 10,000 steps on typical textures of the 20 categories in the LIVE database,
with about 2 hours execution time on an Intel Core i7-9700K processor core.
Figure 7 shows the final annealed quantization table of categories 4 and 11 in Figure 4. For a smoothed
texture like category 4, the optimized quantization looks ordinary compared with the standard one, except we
see a pretty large value of 56 in the DC position. The other complex texture category 11 has a compelling small
value of 2 at the last two vertical spectrum position, which indicates preserving one of the lower frequency band
is very critical in this kind of texture. The case of category 11 is quite unusual for anyone who wants to design
a so-called good quantization table from imagination.
(a) Quantization table of category 4 in Figure 4 (a) (b) Quantization table of category 11 in Figure
4 (b)
Figure 7: Optimized quantization tables of Figure 4
Let’s see the performance of the annealing result from Table 1. The proposed annealing method delivers
superior results in terms of size, PSNR, and FSIM against Hopkins18 in [5]. Both cases produce a compressed
JPEG in smaller size but higher PSNR. Although it is well known that PSNR does not align with the HVS,
but it reflects the signal fidelity. We don’t mind to have higher PSNR if the compressed size is smaller, and
it somehow indicates that the optimized quantization table better adapted to the given texture than standard
and Hopkins’ global table, due to its per texture oriented nature. For a smooth texture category 4, a larger
DC quantizer not only does no harm to signal quality, but further cut size 16.24% against Hopkins18 while
increasing perceptual quality. For a complex texture category 11, our method delivers another size reduction of
1.78% against Hopkins18, while respectively increases the PSNR and FSIM by 4.41% and 0.23%. Without the
annealing process, it’s challenging to imagine the magic number in a magical position of the spectrum could
lead to such a performance boost. We’ll cover more performance analysis in section 4.
Table 1: The annealing result comparison
Standard JPEG Hopkins18 Proposed Annealing Proposed v.s. Standard Proposed v.s. Hopkins18
Size PSNR FSIM Size PSNR FSIM Size PSNR FSIM Size PSNR FSIM Size PSNR FSIM
Category 4 52,782 50.3663 0.9695 42,983 48.5805 0.9647 36,004 48.8487 0.9651 -31.79% -3.01% -0.45% -16.24% 0.55% 0.05%
Category 11 266,449 42.4096 0.9319 231,849 39.4242 0.9290 227,714 41.1643 0.9311 -12.99% -7.04% -0.31% -1.78% 4.41% 0.23%
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3.3 Deep CNN Texture Training
After we cluster the texture mosaic images, we have a set of texture categories, and their labels could be used
to predict the testing image’s texture by supervised learning. To achieve high accuracy and learn effectively
without hand-craft features, the success of Deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) in various computer
vision tasks [9] [14] makes Deep CNN a preferred choice. CNN can directly take raw images as input and
incorporate feature learning in the training process. It is reported by [14] that, with a deeper convolution
layer, CNN can effectively learn complicated mappings with minimal domain knowledge. There are also some
successful works in the image quality assessment (IQA) domain [8] using CNN to achieve state of the art
performance. CNN-based IQA algorithms have proved that predicting image quality score on cropped small
patches and then aggregate together to form an overall image quality score is feasible. We’re inspired by those
works to use CNN to predict image texture as our proposed solution. We adopt a similar but smaller deep CNN
architecture like VGG-16 as our architecture to train our CNN model, which is shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8: The Deep CNN architecture to predict texture. Filters of 3× 3 size are used in all convolution layer.
Our network has six convolution layers with all filter size 3×3, padding by 1, and perform max pooling twice
to reduce the feature map resolution. 16× 16 average pooling on the final convolution layer to reduce the size
to 128 1-dimensional neurons, then following two 256 fully connected layers and last layer of category neurons
to apply softmax function. All the layers use ReLU as activation function and train with Adam optimizer
with cross-entropy as loss function. We train our model on both LIVE and RAISE database with 200 epochs,
resulting in top-5 testing accuracy both exceed 98%, shown in Figure 9.
The image patches are split into 80%-20% for training and testing. The testing top-5 accuracy of RAISE is
higher than LIVE because there are 145,200 patches in RAISE, far exceed LIVE with 2,098 patches. Generally,
more training data will benefit the learning effectiveness to yield higher accuracy in deep CNN models. We’ll
explain more details about how we select subset images from the RAISE database in section 4.3.
To predict an unseen image, first, we crop the input image into 64 × 64 patches, then execute the forward
propagation process to obtain each patch’s texture category. At the end of texture prediction, a histogram of
texture categories is generated to describe a given unseen image.
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(a) Top-5 accuracy 98.8% on LIVE (b) Top-5 accuracy 99.3% on RAISE
Figure 9: CNN texture training top-5 accuracy
3.4 Optimal Quantization Table Selection
It is common to see a very different distribution of texture histograms, as pictures with all kinds of variety. A
photo taken in the snow ground like Figure 10 (d) will undoubtedly contain a dominant smoothed texture in the
histogram. At the same time, the baboon image in Figure 10 (b) has both complicated and smoothed textures.
To aggregate those per texture optimized quantization tables to better fit the whole image than the JPEG
standard table, we consider two strategies, voting by majority and weighted average. Voting strategy will pick
the quantization table of the texture category with the most counts in the histogram as the final quantization
table. The weighted average approach could be described by the following equation, where Quantt(i) denotes
the optimal table of texture t, and Histt is the texture id count in the corresponding histogram bin.
Quantfinal(i) = Quantt(i)× Histt∑
tHistt
, for i = 0...63
From Table 3, we can see both the two aggregation methods deliver superior performance than Hopkins18
with smaller compressed size and higher image quality metrics in PSNR, SSIM, and FSIM. Weighted average
process beats voting strategy significantly, whether we evaluate in LIVE and RAISE database or cross-evaluation
on the other dataset. The result is quite intuitive, given 1) an optimal texture table from a dominant texture
performs better than a global optimized table; 2) a linear combination of optimal quantization tables will still
produce an optimal solution that fits the while image better. Therefore, the weighted average is selected as our
proposed JQTS method and used to report all performance evaluations.
4 Experimental Results
We evaluate our work on the LIVE image quality database [12], some image processing benchmark images,
denoted as Ipcimg and listed in Table 4, and a subset of images in the RAISE Dataset [3]. For making a
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fair comparison, all the original pictures are encoded using the JPEG standard table, the best quantization
table from Hopkins’s work, and our final aggregated quantization table, with JPEG quality set as Q = 95.
The compression is done with the command line program cjpeg from libjpeg [4]. Full reference image quality
metric PSNR, SSIM, and FSIM are used as the quality benchmark, reported as the distance between the original
image and the compressed JPEG image.
The first experiment is done on annealing 20 texture mosaic images from the LIVE database, and training
those texture patches to obtain a CNN model. Then we select the optimal quantization table from texture
prediction of LIVE images and re-encode images to compare with standard JPEG and Hopkins18. The CNN
model and quantization tables from LIVE is used to re-encode another dataset Ipcimg to evaluate the cross-
database effectiveness. To better model today’s modern digital camera photos, we select some representative
images from RAISE and split into training and testing set, as another evaluation on high quality and high-
resolution images. Finally, we evaluate the learned RAISE model on the LIVE and Ipcimg dataset.
4.1 Evaluation on LIVE database
The LIVE database has 29 reference images in bitmap format mostly originated from the Kodak Suite, and
each image is about 768 × 512 in resolution. We encode the 29 images with the aggregation of optimized per
texture category quantization table and compare its performance in Table 2 and Table 3. The comparison of
two aggregation strategies on different databases and cross-database evaluation is shown in Table 3.
On the LIVE dataset, our proposed JQTS method achieves a further 6.16% JPEG size-reduction against
Hopkins’ work, while enhancing the average SSIM and FSIM by 0.24% and 0.07% respectively. If compared
with standard JPEG table, JQTS shows a significant size reduction of 22.46%, but the FSIM score only slightly
decrease by 0.3%. Except for some specific images where Hopkins18 has higher FSIM than our method, JQTS
has overall better quality and size reduction. Furthermore, the proposed JQTS is per image tailored, near
real-time solution, achieving a good balance between computational cost and image specific optimality.
Although we’re optimizing the file size on the constraint of FSIM error during the annealing process, it is
interesting to observe that our method achieves even better improvements on SSIM and PSNR. The PSNR
of JQTS increase 1.22db on average compared with Hopkins18, in some particular case like stream image, we
almost increase the PSNR by 2db. We think the PSNR improvement reflects the signal fidelity, and our method
somehow indicates that the optimized quantization table better adapted to the given texture than standard and
Hopkins’ global best table.
4.2 LIVE cross-evaluation on Ipcimg
Now we want to evaluate how’s the JQTS performance if trained on LIVE but tested on another set of images.
Thirteen commonly used image processing images like Lena, Baboon, and Peppers are selected as the Ipcimg
dataset. We aggregate per image tailored quantization table based on texture categories of LIVE dataset to
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Table 2: Evaluation result on LIVE dataset with Q = 95.
Standard JPEG Hopkins18 JQTS Weighted Avg
Size PSNR SSIM FSIM Size PSNR SSIM FSIM Size PSNR SSIM FSIM
statue 133,186 44.3157 0.9858 0.9630 109,076 42.2161 0.9792 0.9592 100,435 43.0367 0.9810 0.9615
churchandcapitol 157,382 44.3940 0.9928 0.9518 133,584 41.7597 0.9885 0.9503 124,393 43.0500 0.9897 0.9500
studentsculpture 217,668 42.8623 0.9951 0.9440 187,455 40.0146 0.9911 0.9393 178,933 41.7202 0.9936 0.9413
bikes 226,131 43.6094 0.9940 0.9417 192,625 40.9586 0.9898 0.9368 181,094 42.2884 0.9917 0.9387
lighthouse2 169,084 43.7940 0.9840 0.9580 139,131 41.3995 0.9768 0.9549 131,176 42.6036 0.9788 0.9553
parrots 117,128 45.8905 0.9849 0.9699 94,793 44.2025 0.9793 0.9668 85,533 44.5886 0.9797 0.9683
building2 242,081 42.7007 0.9959 0.9434 209,702 39.7980 0.9923 0.9404 201,737 41.5881 0.9946 0.9416
cemetry 178,835 43.3550 0.9919 0.9463 152,556 40.7588 0.9861 0.9413 144,231 42.0458 0.9889 0.9421
sailing1 177,136 43.8303 0.9897 0.9683 147,280 41.2185 0.9834 0.9644 139,061 42.6427 0.9864 0.9676
sailing2 119,406 44.3651 0.9790 0.9595 95,837 42.4985 0.9706 0.9554 87,882 43.0727 0.9721 0.9567
rapids 203,623 43.4175 0.9897 0.9566 171,384 40.7860 0.9824 0.9531 162,109 42.1537 0.9862 0.9517
caps 117,314 46.1908 0.9881 0.9582 95,465 44.1339 0.9832 0.9551 85,809 44.9045 0.9839 0.9559
buildings 231,658 42.9206 0.9917 0.9516 196,785 40.2785 0.9859 0.9459 188,286 41.7716 0.9893 0.9461
sailing4 169,356 43.9828 0.9877 0.9586 140,485 41.5201 0.9801 0.9544 132,756 42.7648 0.9838 0.9550
monarch 144,434 45.5468 0.9875 0.9730 119,429 43.5573 0.9829 0.9701 109,030 44.2311 0.9831 0.9706
stream 257,146 42.4970 0.9936 0.9456 220,174 39.5171 0.9878 0.9398 213,430 41.4605 0.9919 0.9416
woman 184,039 42.9929 0.9865 0.9441 154,932 40.5426 0.9784 0.9420 151,673 42.0596 0.9833 0.9402
womanhat 136,156 44.3398 0.9846 0.9631 112,592 42.0687 0.9759 0.9607 106,872 43.1539 0.9798 0.9600
paintedhouse 190,896 43.7829 0.9910 0.9548 161,294 41.3509 0.9854 0.9506 151,658 42.5686 0.9877 0.9511
carnivaldolls 132,011 45.0809 0.9936 0.9632 112,492 42.5587 0.9898 0.9596 103,116 43.7626 0.9907 0.9605
lighthouse 149,035 43.7554 0.9859 0.9584 123,227 41.3451 0.9785 0.9541 118,443 42.6615 0.9818 0.9567
flowersonih35 209,342 43.7657 0.9967 0.9555 181,620 40.8225 0.9941 0.9569 171,193 42.5721 0.9949 0.9533
coinsinfountain 177,735 43.6790 0.9914 0.9520 151,206 41.1235 0.9856 0.9496 142,044 42.4179 0.9882 0.9486
sailing3 126,586 44.4252 0.9823 0.9601 103,083 42.5177 0.9747 0.9540 96,023 43.1914 0.9767 0.9560
dancers 163,660 43.7967 0.9933 0.9536 140,381 41.0584 0.9884 0.9502 131,559 42.3970 0.9904 0.9499
plane 116,479 45.6454 0.9896 0.9620 95,778 43.3141 0.9844 0.9573 89,040 44.5239 0.9867 0.9600
ocean 145,519 44.5840 0.9881 0.9610 118,661 42.1725 0.9814 0.9586 110,979 43.3812 0.9841 0.9602
house 173,120 43.8220 0.9862 0.9570 144,024 41.5104 0.9783 0.9527 135,972 42.6199 0.9815 0.9526
manfishing 130,833 44.2952 0.9933 0.9552 109,674 41.7109 0.9886 0.9511 100,674 42.8502 0.9902 0.9515
encode new JPEG files and compare them with standard JPEG and Hopkins18. The result is shown in Table
4.
From Table 3, the Ipcimg cross-database evaluation result of JQTS still superior to standard JPEG and
Hopkins18 on average, with some selected images shown in Figure 10 to be discussed. Even all the training
images from LIVE are nature images, the proposed JQTS still has superior results on the Frymire image in
Figure 10 (a), given Frymire is a synthetic image. The proposed method does not have better FSIM and SSIM
results in the image pool (Figure 10 (c)) and arctichare (Figure 10 (d)). From Table 5, arctichare has worse
quality than Hopkins18 in all quality metrics, and the FSIM of pool decreases by 0.3%. We think the reason
probably comes from that smoothed texture training data from the LIVE database is not enough for JQTS to
aggregate a better quantization table that Hopkins18.
With the LIVE evaluation and cross-database evaluation on Ipcimg shown in Table 3, it does not surprise
us because the proposed JQTS is per image tailored solution, and should be naturally better than a global
trained quantization table solution. We believe that with more image training data and texture patches, the
cross-evaluation result on Ipcimg could be improved.
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Table 3: Performance comparison of two difference aggregation strategies.
Database Strategy v.s. Hopkins18 Size PSNR SSIM FSIM
LIVE
JQTS Voting -4.96% 2.42% 0.18% 0.05%
JQTS Weighted Avg -6.16% 2.95% 0.24% 0.07%
Ipcimg (train on LIVE)
JQTS Voting -5.87% 1.79% 0.18% 0.08%
JQTS Weighted Avg -7.79% 2.18% 0.23% 0.09%
RAISE
JQTS Voting -4.10% 1.75% 0.13% 0.03%
JQTS Weighted Avg -7.65% 2.05% 0.18% 0.05%
LIVE (train on RAISE)
JQTS Voting -4.38% 2.56% 0.20% 0.05%
JQTS Weighted Avg -6.46% 2.99% 0.24% 0.12%
Ipcimg (train on RAISE)
JQTS Voting -7.36% 1.64% 0.17% 0.07%
JQTS Weighted Avg -7.94% 2.32% 0.25% 0.15%
Table 4: Cross-dataset evaluation result on Ipcimg with Q= 95
Standard JPEG Hopkins18 JQTS Weighted Avg
Size PSNR SSIM FSIM Size PSNR SSIM FSIM Size PSNR SSIM FSIM
girl 139,035 44.8798 0.9853 0.9606 114,655 42.7181 0.9779 0.9585 107,114 43.7466 0.9808 0.9614
serrano 285,680 42.7239 0.9892 0.9558 251,736 40.7668 0.9829 0.9537 237,749 41.8830 0.9862 0.9540
frymire* 826,795 38.2582 0.9793 0.9610 732,268 37.4657 0.9745 0.9586 703,159 37.9693 0.9773 0.9603
Lenaclor 108,134 43.8003 0.9813 0.9558 89,773 41.8895 0.9726 0.9519 83,877 42.5688 0.9754 0.9516
fruits 105,526 44.4731 0.9839 0.9658 87,665 42.3712 0.9755 0.9637 80,858 43.0533 0.9775 0.9629
peppers 125,364 42.7728 0.9768 0.9546 106,324 40.5067 0.9624 0.9507 100,824 41.5878 0.9699 0.9506
baboon* 191,212 42.3948 0.9917 0.9392 166,750 39.4479 0.9848 0.9329 160,967 41.2389 0.9893 0.9379
tulips 178,219 45.4634 0.9923 0.9576 151,362 43.2974 0.9881 0.9548 138,093 43.8588 0.9887 0.9544
pool* 33,001 50.0327 0.9949 0.9681 27,499 48.2629 0.9933 0.9681 24,491 48.7491 0.9932 0.9652
cat 173,065 50.9772 0.9986 0.9557 151,903 43.7806 0.9924 0.9389 137,881 46.5170 0.9956 0.9455
arctichare* 57,977 49.1672 0.9947 0.9668 48,483 47.4593 0.9924 0.9660 41,429 47.3324 0.9917 0.9651
airplane 100,966 45.1529 0.9875 0.9649 83,698 43.1071 0.9819 0.9614 76,670 43.6398 0.9821 0.9615
watch 213,508 47.3163 0.9951 0.9712 178,171 44.9795 0.9922 0.9694 159,742 45.8548 0.9925 0.9693
(a) frymire (b) baboon (c) pool (d) arctichare
Figure 10: Some special images from Ipcimg
4.3 Evaluation on RAISE database
RAISE is a real-world image dataset, primarily designed for the evaluation of digital forgery detection algorithms.
It consists of 8,156 high-resolution RAW images, uncompressed and guaranteed to be camera-native. All the
images have been collected from four photographers, capturing different scenes and moments in over 80 places
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Table 5: Some special images of Ipcimg. The JQTS result with worse quality is marked in bold.
JQTS Weighted Avg v.s. Hopkins18
Size PSNR SSIM FSIM
frymire -3.98% 1.34% 0.28% 0.18%
baboon -3.47% 4.54% 0.46% 0.53%
pool -10.94% 1.01% -0.01% -0.30%
arctichare -14.55% -0.27% -0.08% -0.09%
employing three different cameras. We choose the RAISE-1k subset from RAISE to evaluate our method on
modern digital camera images. To select representative images from 1,729 images in RAISE-1k, the same
clustering approach as mentioned in section 3.1 is used to divide RAISE-1k into 50 groups, and we randomly
pickup 2 images from each group, one for training and the other for testing. As a result, we have a training set
and testing set with 50 images in each. Figure 11 shows some of the scene clusters.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 11: Some image clusters of RAISE-1k
The 50 images of resolution around 4288×2848 in the training set are cropped into 64×64 patches, resulting
in total 145,200 texture patches. Since the volume and variety of textures are higher than the LIVE dataset,
with a naive guess, we decide to cluster textures into 100 categories. Then we perform the simulated annealing
process on those 100 texture mosaic images as described in section 3.2. At most, 225 textures are randomly
selected from each texture category to limited each mosaic image’s annealing time to around 5.5 hours. With
2,000 iterations on each texture image, a size reduction of 23.54% compared with standard JPEG is reported
on average. Follows that, deep CNN model as mentioned in section 3.3 is used to train those 145,200 patches
for 200 epochs, obtaining a top-5 accuracy of 99.3% as Figure 9 (b).
The RAISE evaluation result is reported in Table 3. The JQTS weighted average achieves further 7.65%
size reduction and improve FSIM by 0.05%. A similar pattern of even better PSNR and SSIM enhancement
is also shown in the RAISE dataset. If compared with the JPEG standard quantization table, size reduction
could be up to 26.28% while slightly decrease FSIM by 0.25%.
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4.4 RAISE cross-evaluation on LIVE and Ipcimg
The learned CNN texture model and optimized quantization tables from RAISE is used to encode LIVE and
Ipcimg images as another cross-database evaluation, shown in the last two rows of Table 3. With the training
data volume and texture variety, the RAISE model applied on LIVE and Ipcimg has superior performance than
LIVE itself and LIVE cross-evaluate on Ipcimg.
Table 6: The RAISE cross-evaluation on some special images of Ipcimg.
LIVE Model v.s. Hopkins18 RAISE Model v.s. Hopkins18
Size PSNR SSIM FSIM Size PSNR SSIM FSIM
frymire -3.98% 1.34% 0.28% 0.18% -4.04% 1.35% 0.28% 0.14%
baboon -3.47% 4.54% 0.46% 0.53% -3.93% 4.34% 0.44% 0.45%
pool -10.94% 1.01% -0.01% -0.30% -16.14% 0.75% -0.02% 0.18%
arctichare -14.55% -0.27% -0.08% -0.09% -10.88% 0.45% -0.01% -0.12%
Let’s re-examine our assumption in section 4.2. Overall the RAISE model applied on Ipcimg does achieve
better performance than the LIVE model on Ipcimg. However, as we can see from Table 6, the RAISE model
only improves FSIM of image pool and PSNR of image arctichare, but get even worse result in size and
FSIM of arctichare. We still maintain our argument that more image training data and texture variety could
improve the performance of optimization. Again, some spiky numbers may occur from image to image due to
training data characteristics or the amount of texture categories being adopted.
4.5 Prediction Computational Cost
The per-image tailored customization only matters when the extra introduced computation cost is within an
acceptable level, as one of our target attempt at the beginning. For the texture prediction, we don’t need to
predict the full resolution of the given image, but on a down-sampled version of around 2048 × 1360 is quite
enough. On the experiment platform, we used with Intel Core i7-9700K CPU and nVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080
Ti GPU, it takes about 0.15 second per image of RAISE testing set, as shown in Table 7.
Table 7: The average JQTS prediction time.
Database Image Number Avg Prediction Time (secs)
LIVE 29 0.0123
Ipcimg 13 0.0193
RAISE test 50 0.1481
Prediction on a smaller scaled image could further reduce the time needed for prediction, but it may not be
necessary. In fact, during our experiment, we found that the computational time of image quality metric FSIM
is a crucial factor that limits the optimization process. Even so, the annealing and CNN training process can
be implemented offline without affecting our proposed JQTS as a real-time JPEG optimization approach.
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5 Future Work
The performance of JQTS method presented in the experimental result section is evaluated at quality metric
Q = 95. As the default JPEG reference library uses equation (1) to scale quantization table at different quality
level, our annealed optimal texture quantizations from mosaic images at Q = 95 should be only applicable at
that training quality level. Table 8 shows the performance result of the Q = 95 optimal tables from RAISE
model scaled at other different quality levels and evaluated at LIVE dataset. The size-reductions compared
with Hopkins18 at quality 35 and 75 are less significant and with worse FSIM quality score. If we do not scale
those optimal tables at proper level, we can even obtain an average 19.28% increased size at Q = 50.
Table 8: The Q = 95 JQTS RAISE model scaled in different Q, evaluated on LIVE
Hopkins18 v.s. Standard JQTS Weighted Avg v.s. Hopkins18
Size PSNR SSIM FSIM Size PSNR SSIM FSIM
Q = 35 -37.93% -8.78% -8.93% -1.57% -0.72% 0.37% 0.18% -0.55%
Q = 50 -45.44% -12.47% -10.84% -1.50% 19.28% 6.02% 5.42% 0.01%
Q = 75 -28.63% -6.10% -3.25% -0.74% -1.16% 0.97% 0.54% -0.07%
Q = 95 -16.29% -5.56% -0.60% -0.38% -6.46% 2.99% 0.24% 0.12%
As both Hopkins [5] and Jiang [7] report their results at different quality levels, it is clear that the de-
fault scaling equation (1) which uniformly scales each quantization values is not a suitable approach to adapt
quantization table to target quality or compression level. Without a better scaling equation to correctly model
frequency spectrum importance, the proposed JQTS method needs to anneal texture optimal quantization tables
at plenty of quality levels, which may be 100 in the worst case.
6 Conclusion
We have proposed a novel JPEG Quantization Table Selection framework using simulated annealing on texture
mosaic images to search for an optimal quantization table for each texture category. A deep CNN model is used
to learn those texture features and predict the new image’s texture distribution, then aggregate texture optimal
tables to come out an image specific optimal quantization table. On the LIVE database, our experiment result
shows a size reduction of 22.46% over the JPEG standard table with a slightly 0.3% decrease in the FSIM score.
The proposed JQTS method achieves a further 6.16% JPEG size-reduction against prior work while enhancing
the average SSIM and FSIM by 0.24% and 0.07%. Our method also shows similar performance enhancement
on larger consumer photo dataset and generalizes well on cross-database evaluation.
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